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1614 I ]EAN-FRANC;:OIS LYOTARD 

Neither economic nor political liberalism, nor the various Marxisms, emerge 
from the sanguinary last two centuries free from the suspicion of crimes 
against mankind, We can list a series of proper names (names of places, 
persons ·and dates) capable of illustrating and founding our suspicion. Fol
lowing Theodor Adorno,9 I use the name of Auschwitz to point out the irrel
evance of empirical matter, the stuff of recent past history, in terms of the 
modern claim to help mankind ·to emancipate itself. What kind of thought 
is able to sublate (Aufheben) I Auschwitz in a general (either empirical or 

): speculative) process towards a universal emancipation? So there is a sort ofII. sorrow in the Zeitgeist. This can express itself by reactive or reactionary atti
I 

tudes or by utopias, but never by a positive orientation offering a new per
spective. 

The development of techno-sciences has become a means ofincreasing 
disease, not of fightirig it. We can rio Jonger cilll .this development by the old 
name of progress. This development seems to be taking place by itself, by an 
autonomous force or 'motricity'.2 It doesn't respond to a demand coming 
from human needs. On the contrary, human entities (individual or social) 
seem always to be destabilized by the results of this development. The intel

i , 	 lectualresults as much as the material ones. I would say that mankind is in 
the condition of running after the process of accumulating new objects of 
practice .and thought. In my view it is a real and obscure question to deter
mine the reason of this process of complexification. It's something like· a 
destiny towards a more and more complex condition. Our demands for secu
rity, identity and happiness, coming from our condition as living· beings and 
even social beings:appear today irrelevant in the face of this sort of obligation 
to complexify, mediate, memorize and synthesize every object, and to change 
its scale. We are in this techno-scientific world like Gulliver:' sometimes too 
big, sometimes too small, never at the right scale. Consequently, the claim 
for simplicity, in general, appears today that of a barbarian. I . 

! . From this point, it would be necessary to· consider the division of mankind 
into two parts: one part confronted with the challenge of complexity; the 
other with the terrible ancient task of survival. This is a major aspect of the 
failure of the modern project (which was, in principle, valid for mankind as 
a whole). 

The third argument is more complex, and I shall present it as briefly as 
possible. The question of postmodernity is also the question of the expres
sions of thought: art, literature, philosophy, politics. You know that in the 
field of art for example, and more especially the plastic arts, the dominant 
idea is that the big movement of avant-gardism is over. There seems to be 
general agreement about laughing at the avant-gardes,- considered as the 
expression of an obsolete modernity. I don't like the term avant-garde any 
more than anyone else, because of its military connotations. Nevertheless [ 
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would like to observe that the very process of avant-gardism in painting was 
in reality a long, obstinate and highly responsible investigation of the pre
suppositiorisimplied \n modernity. ; The right approach, in order to under~ 
stand the work of· painters . from, say, Manet to Duchamp or Barnett 
Newritan5 IS to compare their work with the anamnesis6 which takes place 
i~ psychoanalytical therapy. Just as the p~tient ela~or~tes, his pre~ent ~rouble 
by freely associating the more imaginary,lmmatenal, melevant bits "':Ith past 
situations, so discovering hidden meanings of his life, we can conSider the 
work of Cezanne, Picasso, Delaunay, Kandinsky, I<lee, Mondrian, Malevitch

7 

and· finally · Duchamp as a working through~what Freud called Durch
arbeitungS-'-operated by modernity on itself: Ifwe give· lip this responsibility, 
it is certain that we are condemned to repeat, without any displacement, the 
rnodern neutosi~, the Western schiiophrenia,paranoia, and so on. This being 
granted, the 'post-' of postrnodernitydoes no~ mean a proce.ss of coming ?ad~ 
or flashing back, feeding back, but oftlna-Iysmg, ana-mnesmg, of reflectmg. 

, 

5. ' American abstract expressionist painter (1905-
1970). E<Jouard Manet (1833-1883), sometimes 
cRlIe~ the 'firs~ modern r .Blnter, a fo~erunner of the 
impressionists. Marce Duchamp (1887-1968), 
French (later American) painter oml conceptual 
artist, ,whose experiments foreshadowed muc h 
postmodern art. ' 
6; Remembering; . 
7. AIl .. hnportant. mod~.rn artists: . Paul C~z.anne 
(1839-1906), French impressionist painter and 
forerunner of cubism; Pablo Picasso (1881-1973), 
Spanish painter, who is the most celebrated mod- ' 
ernist artist; Robert Delaunay (1885-194 J) , 
French mode~nist pointer, W~ssily Kandinsky 
(1866-1944), Russian abstract painter; Paul Klee 

. 	 1986 

(1879-1940), Swiss avante-garde ·painter; Piet 
Mondrian (1872-,-1944), Dutch abstract ralnter 
and memher of De Stijl; Kaslmlr Malevlch 1878
1935), Russian contruclivist painter, active' during 
the Russian Revolution 'ond its immediate nfter
math. ·· . .. 
8. Working through (German), a technical term 

. from Freudion theories of therapy. Only after 
"workIng through" various elements in ~he past not 
assimilated into self-understanding CDn the patient 
get rid of the symptomatic (and lor neurotic) 
behaviors thpt have grown out of the represslon'of 
the past. . . . , . 
9. Ana- Btei-olly meons "agarn" or "back" (Greek). 

. 	 . 
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Michel FOl\cault is arguably the most influential European writer and thinker of the 
second half of the twentieth century. Hisunclassifiable work (is it .history? philoso
phy? cultural theory?) is controversial and has attracted much critiCism, but the ques
tions he raised, the topics he addressed, and the positions he took have become 
central features of today's intellectual landscape. In literary studies, Foucault stands 
as a major source for poststructuralism, New Historicism, cultural studies, and queer 
theory; while also fueling the growing interest in literature and medicine, the exam
ination of the institutional · bases from which writers and critics operate, ·and the 
interest in processes of identity formation; . . 

Foucaulf was born in Poitiers, France. His father was a doctor, and he (unhke hiS 
brother) went agliiTi's( 'ihe family's wishes that he study medicine; · he·' eventually 
became"a fierce critic of modern medical practices and institutions. Awkward, book
ish"and brilliant, Foucault progressed easily through the elaborate French educa
tional system, "with its extremely competitive exams for gaining a place in the 
multitiered hierarchy. Foucault took his university degree at the nation's top univer
sity, the Ecole Normale .Superieure, where he specialized in the philosophy of 
psychology. 

9. German philosopher nnd culturnl criCic (l 903
1969). ADonNO famously declared that ','To write 
poe~ry after Auschwit1."-the Nazi's largest con~ 
centrntlon camp-" is barbaric ." 
I . . A technic"1 term from the philosophy of GEORG 
WILHeLM FRIEDRICH HECEL (1770-1831). In 
Hegel the thesis 3l1d its opposite, the antithesis. 
nre "subloted" in t~e synthesis that joins them 
together. Here progress, the movement of human· 
ity to its perfection, is met by an antithesis, the 
murderous acts of Auschwitz. 
2. LyotDrd's coinage, conveying the sense that the 

motor of history, its movement, is now ~ut of 
human control. 
3. The narmtor-hero ofJollathlln Swift's Gulliver's 
Tmllels (1726" who visits both an island whose 
inhllbitDnts nre 6 inches tall Dnel an islnnd inhnb
ited by giants.
1. What todny are designated the mQdernist or 
historical ovant-ganles were the self-organized nnel 
self-nnmed "cutting_edge" movements such os sur
reolism, dadaism, futurism, and constructivism of 
the high modernist period (1914-30). The term 
originally mennt the Ildvance guard of nn army. 
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Under the influence of his teacher LOUIS ALTHUSSEn, Foucault joined the Com
munist Party in 1950, quitting three years later. He spent the 1950s teaching in 
France (briefly) and then abroad-in Sweden, Poland, and Germany. Returning to 
France in 1960, he defended the graduate thesis that became his first book, Folie et 
de raison (1961; pai·t was translated into English asMadness and Civilization). A major 
theme of this book and its follow-up, The Birth of the Clinic (1963), is an attack on 
the institutions and procedures characteristic of modern medicine. They inaugurate 
Foucault's lifelong preoccupation with the ways in which individuals are "adminis
tered" by the various bureaucratic institutions~hospitals, prisons, the military, 
schools-that increasingly render selves docile in the modern world. .. 

Foucault's 1966 Les Mots et les choses (translated as The Order ofThings) made his 
reputation. Recognizably a structuralist history, The Order of Things examines how 
the disciplines of economics, linguistics, and biology emerged, offering along the way 
a brilliant, if overly schematic, characterization of the three different "epistemes" 
(deep-rooted, unconscious structures for organizing knowledge) of the Middle Ages, 
the "classical period" (Foucault's term for the Enlightenment), and modernity. Fou
cault attempted to explicate and justify the methodology of The Order of Things in 
his next major book, The Archaeology of Knowledge (1969). 

By 1969 Foucault's focus had shifted away from intellectual history and method
ological meditations. The events of May 1968, when a student-led revolt almost top
pled the French government before itself collapsing, together with his own 
involvement in student unrest in Tunisia (where he taught from 1966 to 1968), ''rad
icalized" Foucault. He became politically active-and remained so to the end of his 
life. His book Surveil/er et. punir: Naissance de la prison (1975, Discipline and Punish: 
The Birth of the Prison) is a direct outgrowth of his work on prison reform. Foucault 
asks himself in the first chapter of the book why he has written a history of the prison: 
"Simply because I am interested in the past? No, if one means by that writing a history 
of the past in terms of the present. Yes, if one means writing the history of the 
present." He aims at describing the present through an analysis of the forces that 
created it, a historical and critical undertaking that he follows the nineteenth-century 
philosopher FRIEDnICH NIETLSCHE in calling "genealogy." From the history of the 
prison, Foucault turned next to the history of sexuality. Three volumes of his work 
on that topic were published, although the entire project was incomplete when he 
died of complications from AIDS at the age of fifty-seven. 

From 1970 on, Foucault spent longer and longer stints in North America as a 
lecturer or visiting professor at various universities-most notably at the University 
of California at Berkeley, where the New Historicists gathered around STEPHEN 
GREENIlLATT brought Foucault-inspired work directly into literary studies. Tales of 
Foucault's experimentation with and explorations of drugs and sex were oral legend 
before being recorded in James Miller's notorious, yet mostly accurate, biography, 
The Passion of Michel Foucault (1993). The relevance of his personal life tothe work 
is debatable, but' Foucault's own growing interest in "the care of the self" in his later 
years suggests that separating private and public is no easy task. 

Our selections present work particularly important to literary and cultural studies. 
The essay "What Is an Author?" (1969) directly questions some of the most funda
mental assumptions of literary criticism. Foucault realizes that he had taken the 
author·for granted in The Order of Things, and asks himself what it would mean to 
take seriously "the death of the author" (in ROLAND IlAnTI-IES'S famous phrase). Fou
cau It's approach to this question is characteristic of much of his work. We must 
consider, he says, what "functions" the category of "author" fulfills within the "dis
course" the historian or critic deploys in the analysis of written texts. The concept 
author, he points out, is an organizing device, permitting us to group certain texts 
together. More crucially, the concept underwrites a number of interpretive conven
tions. We ascribe a certain unity and coherence to all the works written by a single 
author, or at least we feel that an author's drastic changes in style or opinion must 
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be explained. And we assume, at the most fundamental level, that the author is the 
source of the text. Interpretation moves from the written text (which may be all we 
Imow of a writer) back toward the author, searching out an individual's biography, 
psychology, and intentions. The author thus functions both to organize the vast res
ervoir of materials that the past bequeaths us and to anchor a certain way of inter
preting those materials. 

Foucault's ultimate target here is "humanism,"-the postmedieval understanding of 
who and what individuals are. He highlights the historical contingency of the belief 
that we are "individuals" with unique natures, possessing coherent interior identities, 
motives,. desires, and conscious intentions that cause our actions. Humanism claims 
for each individual the capacities that literary criticism ascribes to authors. 

Significantly; the "author function" has not always been deemed necessary to the 
apprehension and interpretation of texts. Prior to 1500 anonymous texts were the 
norm. Even today the importance of authors varies from field to field. A contract has 
no author, nor does the average poster. We barely note the authors of most newspaper 
articles. Generally speaking, Foucault opines, emphasis on the author is a mark of 
prestige. "Discourse that possesses an author's name is not to be immediately con
sumed and forgotten .... Rather, its status and its manner of reception are regulated 
by the culture in which it circulates." 

Foucault's essay, then, invites us to examine the ways in which literary criticism 
approaches its object-the text-and accords it the prestigious title of "literature" 
partly through the exaltation of the author (as talented, as worthy of honor and study). 
He also-and we see here his importance to New Historicism-shifts our focus away 
from the author and toward larger systematic social forces. What if the author is not 
the cause, the source, of the text? What if author and text are both effects? In that 
case, the critic's inquiries and scrutiny need to be directed toward their common 
cause, toward cultural conventions and their inclusions and. exclusions, not confined 
to formal analyses of texts or psychological investigations of writers' lives. 

Such questions reveal a persistent Foucauldian preoccupation: the social consti
tution of the "subject" (structuralism's preferred term for the self or the individual). 
In "What Is an Author?" he writes that "the subject should not be entirely abandoned. 
It should be reconsidered, not to restore the theme of an originating subject, but to 
seizeits functions, its intervention in discourse, and its system of dependencies.... 
[W]e should ask: under what conditions and through what forms can an entity like 
the subject appear in the order of discourse; what position does it occupy; what 
functions does it exhibit; and what rules does it follow in each type of discourse?" 
Though antihumanistic "deconstruction of the self" is characteristic of French post
structuralism, Foucault insists on keeping the category of the subject as a means to 
study the historical discourses of power and Imowledge that constitute it. 

Foucault uses the term subject for two reasons. First, he is thinking of the gram
matical subject, the subject of a sentence. Following the structuralists, he is influ
enced by the idea of a "subject position" that exists as a slot in syntax and is then 
occupied by different actual selves at different times. That selves assume the subject 
position only tentatively and temporarily is highlighted by grammatical "shifters," 
whose most dramatic example is the pronoun "r." When I use "I," it means me; when 
you use "I," it means you. I become "I," .the first-person subject of the sentence, only 
when I am authorized to speak or when I seize that position. Shifters thus indicate 
that subject positions-created by language-preexist individual selves, and that 
power enables their use ... 

Second, Foucau!t"or'!iws on subject. as a verb. Individuals get to occupy subject 
positions (the various roles existing within a discourse or an institution) only through 
a process in which they are "subjected" to power. Indeed, individuals are constituted 
by power as subjects prior to having any standing as individuals. 

Foucault's work from 1969 to 1980 focuses on the processes through which sub
jects are produced. Later, he writes of selves, using a term that might allow individuals 
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an existence apart from their relations to a constituting power. Rut in the works of 
his 'middle period from which our selections are drawn; Foucault turns the usually 
celebratory narrative of the rise of the individual in modern Western societies on its 
head,'by connecting that rise with a tremendous decrease in freedom; Our selection 
"The Carceral" (the final section'of Discipline and Punish) liresents Foucault's sweep
ing, bleak, and all-too-convincing portrait of modern society since the 1740s ' as 'a 
series of increasingly prisonlike institutions that aim 'at "the accumulation and useful 
administration of men," conceived as docile subjects. The moderr'l individuaJ.is pro
duced by a power that individualizes precisely inorderto better control. A panoptic 
(all-seeing) power keeps subjects under constant surveillance. (Foucault takes the 
term panoptic from the' early-nineteenth-century English reformer Jeremy Bentham, 
who designed a circular prison, the :Panopticon, in which each inmate was' always in 
view of a single guard in a central ,tower'.) , 
, Foucault argues, that premodern power intervened in ' subjects' lives only intermit


tently.. Unless they broke the law, most premodern persons lived in deep obscurity, 

i unnoticed by various authoritie's" "But modern societies. intervene from day one to 


shape, train, and normalize ' individuals. Compulsory schooling; public health mea

sures, passports, 'employment 'recotds, family counseling, and the like are all very 
1 
recent social practices-none more than 250 years old. In each case, an institution 
molds behavior according to a norm, subordinates individuals ' to institutio'nal 

\111",1 	 demands, examines and watches over all subjects, and punishes deviants. Such a 
society,Foucault argues, not only needs prisons because it inevitably produces devi1I' 
ants but· also is itself pdsonlike;"carceral," from top to bottom. The institutions that 
a~ministerindividuals {schools; factories, the army)'use the same strategies and tech
mques of control that prisons employ. " ' 

, I " Alongside 'this historical argument, Foucault developed-in both Discipline 'and 
I 	 Punish and The History ofSexuality, volume I i An Introduction (1976)-an influential 

account 'ofthe-interconnections among power, knowledge, and,the subject. Two short 
phrases provide excellent pOintsof entry to Foucault's revision of traditional notions 
of. power. Famously, he writes"that'''power 'is exercised, rathe'r 'than possessed," and 
he insists that power is not repressive but "productive." -, " . . ' 

Power in' Foucault's account does not belong to anyone, nor does it all emanate 
from one specific location, such as the state; Rather, power is · diffused throughout 
social· institutions; as it 'is ' exercised by innumerable, replaceable functionaries. It 
operates through the daily disciplines and routines to which bodies are subjected. 
Thus; for example, the teacher exercises power over students, and schools have count
less ways ofgoverning students' behavior. But the teacher' holds that power only as a 
function of his or her place in the institution, being subject as a teacher to various 
rules, incentives,and punishments: Both teacher and students are located ,(though 
differently) within the institution, and both go through their, paces within 'a network 
that gUides and oversees their'conduct. Foucault, stresses modern power's capillary 
"microtechniques," its ubiquitous reinforcement of the' norm at every step, its direct 
,work upon "docile" bodies. Think of how much time is spent making schoolchildren 
sit still or develop the motor skills required for "good" handwriting. Foucault sees 
power as decentralized and depersonalized. ' 

The' diffusion of power through the' "capillaries'" of the social system alters the 
model 'of political action. In our selection from the interview "Truth and Power" 
Foucault tells us that the traditional images of revolution are no longer appropriat~. 
KAnL MAnx and other revolutionary theorists had dreamed of locating both the "uni
versal" voice {the intellectual) and the agent (the proletariat) of humankind's political 
aspirations. Their combined efforts could successfully confront the massed power of 
the state and capitalism. But Foucault points out that power operates In innumerable 
places, talung many different forms that mayor may not work in tandem. There is no 
Single privileged place for the political activist to go to work, no locus of power whose 
removal will bring the whole system tumbling down .' He therefore argues that the 
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time of the,"universal"inte'Ilectualhas given way to that,oCthe "specific.'! intellectual, 
"situated" {as are all subjects) in social networks. Though nO local struggle is'neces' 
sadly more' crucial ' or ' more effective than any other, ' the political agent muststilr! 
with the local and the specific-not only because of his , or her own 10cation :bLit also 
because "univel:salist" claims arrogantly (an'd mistakenly) assume the tight to' spe'ak 
lInd 'act 'for others: ',: . 

The insistence that "power is productive" underwrites Fouoault's:tejection of "the 
repressive 'hypothesis" in our selection from volume I of The History of SexualitY. 
Power is traditionally seen as repressing behaviors that 'it finds unproductive,thniat
ening, or otherwise undesirable'. Forexami>le/people havevarlousisexualdesires (to 
masturbate or to seek ,same-sex partners) that are deemed unacceptable,' and social 
power is exerted to rel>ress those desires and the behaviors that follow from them .. 
Foucault argues, however"that modetn power produces the verycategorie's;desires, 
and actions it Strives to regulate. Before an ad is prohibited, it is not singled'out 'as 
something separate and identifiable or perhaps even desirable. The enunciritidh:of 
the category and the law both creates (identifies, designates) certain a'ctions as·crimes 
and affords them a heightened presence. 

In keeping with his historical argument that modern power opetates throilgh'conL 

tinual classification; surveillance, and intervention, Foucault"goesfurther,. proposing 
that such power names actions as crimes and perversions precisely to increase its 
opportunities for intervention. This is why he inSistS that modern society ''lsin actual 
fact;, and directly, perverse." It produces the very desires and behaviors it claims to 
abhor, relying largely on discourse. Power can operate physically on 'bodies; but dis" 
curSively it carves up the world. Through language , various ' bodies .areasSigned to 
various categories {race, gender,IQ, 'etc,),;andvariousactions are designated'in 'reJ~' 
tion to norms as praiseworthy, deviant, punishable" or criminaL A whole 'new"~rr~y 
of identifiable ~' perver$e" sexualities were named in the nineteenth century:DiscoQrse 
disposes : it puis everything in its' place. Modern power penetrates everyWhere;'giving 
a specific name to every possible variant of,human action' so as tQ master the' world 
and leave' nothing unexamined, unknown, uncatalogued. ,The nineteentl{cerltury 
(with its supposedly repressed Victorians) began this "explosion of discoutse/,-whii:h 
in the field of sexuality produced extensive new vocabularies and categories for-ritim
ing desires and actions that could then become subjected to medical, legal, and other 
institutional and state interventions. :" 
. -Along with producing subjects, modern power produces sexual {and other);c'ate
gories that structure the world in certain ways. Here Discipline and Ptmishilnd ~vol'
ume 1 of The History ojSexuality are in accord. (In the later two volumes ofrfhe 
History of Sext.alitY; , partly in response to criticism, Foucault examines how! selves 
might act to produce themselves.) Consider Foucault's comment (one of the fou riding 
remarks of queer theory) on' the medical categorization 'of homosexuality, in'1'87'0: 
"I-Iomosexualityappeared as one of the forms of sexuality when it'was ,transposed 
from the practice of sodomy to a lund of interiorar'ldrogyny, a hermaphrodism of the 
soul. The sodomite had been a' temporary aberration; the homosexual now/was,a 
species ." Power acts discursively to produce homosexuality when it separates olit:an'd 
labels as homosexual.certainactionsthat had previously been included 'in,the ;grab
bag term sodomy (which also includedbesiiality and some' nonreproductive'!iet(ifO
sexual acts) . 'The new attempt to' be 'more precise, more "scientific," in categorizing 
human sexual. behavior itself requires that: behavior to be scrutinized· more'carefully 
than ever before. . . 	 " .,i, ' . ,' :-, 

FoucallltJurther'-#tgues that the way that the courts a'nd sociologists treat criminals 
and the medical profession and psychologists view homosexuals indicate!dl dramatic 
shift in the very form of subjecthood. In modern society, actions begin to be taken as 
evidence of a deep-rooted and persistent identity. In the premodern world, in contrast·, 
sodomy and other 'crimes were seen as temporary aberrations, single'acts that· carried 
no particular relation to the self who committed them; they certainly,were no't seen 
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~s demonstrat~n~ a sexual identit~ o~ a criminal nature, The label sodomite saysnoth
I~g beyond pOinting to the commiSSion of particular acts. But the homosexual carries 
~IS homosexu?lity within h.imself at every moment; the act comes to determine iden
tIty. Foucault,s argument IS that through this connection of actions to "being," of 
what I do .to.w~at I am, mode.rn power produces subjects who have identities, thereby 
enabling It.S gnp on us. Subjects whose identities must be figured out through an 
~nterpret~tlOn of their actions become "both an object of analysis and a target of 
intervention." 

Foucault is exposi~g--:-and questioning-our era's most fundamentalassumptions 
about who and what individuals ·are. And he argues that these assumptions have been 
produced bY.,and are the foundational principles of the "social sciences"-what the 
F.re~c~ call .the human sciences." It is no coincidence that the modern academic 
diSCiplines arISe dunng the. same period that sees the shift toward disciplinary power. 
The . k~o",:le~ge .rro~uced In psychology, SOciology, anthropology, criminology, and 
m.edlclne IS Itself an Integral part of the discursive ordering and physical management
wielded by modern power. 

I Power/k-,?owledge is the term Foucault uses to indicate how the production of 
mowledge I~ wedded to pr~du~tive power. Modern power requires increaSingly nar
~o",: c:ategones through which It analyzes, differentiates, identifies, and administers 
IndIVld~a.ls . The huma.n sciences not only provide tools for this sorting process but 
also legitimate the actIOns .that. follow it. The psychological exam, for example, tells 
us -:vhat needs to be done: IS thiS murderer a criminal who must be sent to prison, or 
an Insane person who must be sent to a hospital? 

Cle~r1~: po;;ver/k~~wledge undercuts ariy lofty humanistic narrative of "the life of 
t.he mind ,or the dlsll1terested pursuit of Imowledge." The intellectual comes to look 

!Ike po~er s dupe, or perhaps a ~rivileged insider to power's activities. The university, 

In particular: serves a dual functIOn . As gatekeeper, it'sort, students via grades, exams, 

~ourse req~lre~ents; and so on, thereby limiting access to various cherished places 

m the social hierarchy, such as medical careers. At the same time the university 

und~rtakes funded research, thereby producing the knowledge through which pop

ulatIOns are observed and managed. 

Not surprisingly, Foucaul.t'~ thoughts ?n the knowledge/power nexus have sparked 

some of the most lI1tense cntlclsms of hiS work, and toward the end of his life he did 

soften som:; of his more .extreme statements. The close of our selection from "Truth 

a~d Power Illu~trate~ disturbing consequences that critics of Foucault's view have 

highlIghted. At Issue IS the relation of knowledge and truth to political action. The 

~o:er.n world has repeatedly seen governments manipulate their populations by out

ng . t. he&. and by :over-ups of the truth. Eastern European dissidents against com

mUl1Ist d.lctatorshlps and Americans protesting the war in Vietnam saw the strategy 

of exposll1g government lies as crucial. Foucault argues however that "trutl " 's 

1
always a · part of a "regime." He uses the same logic that'leads hin: to present t~e 

author as a "function". and to refute "the repressive hypothesis." As he say . 

sele t' f D" I' d s In our c IOn rom tSCtp me an Punish, "there is no outside" Nothl'ng heth Id ' . . -w erse ves,

eSlres, or truth-IS external to the productive power/knowledge that creates the 
cat~gories by. whi.ch it is know~. Th~s, t~e truth to which dissidents appeal is no less 
a plOduc.t of Intelested strategies-in thiS case, their own-than the truth spoken by 
the offiCials whom they oppose. Truths are not all born equal, because some dis
courses are more powerful than others. But Foucault does not recognize any com
ponent of truth separate from power. His position seems to reduce politics to a battle 
~hat can be wag,~d only on the field of propaganda. Can I get the people to buy my 
regl~e of truth In place of the one that currently reigns? 


Cntl:s of Fouc~ult have often focused on aspects of this lack of any "outside," as 

Ieveryt~lI1g that might sta~d apart from power or discourse is swallowed up within 

~hem 111 hiS work. Dlsclphnary power is so ali-pervasive and triumphant that mean
lI1gful resistance and independent agency appear imp'ossible. Foucault insisted 

I. 

repeatedly that there was resistance everywhere throughout the world created by 
power, but by his own logic such resistance, like everything else, is an offsho~t: of 
power. As a result, many activities that may seem to oppose power are, a Foucaulchan 
analysis shows, "complicitous" with it, reinforcing rather than contesting its reign. 
(Analyses of this sort, preoccupied with trying to differentiate the truly from th~ 
apparently oppositional, abound within New Historicism and cultural studies.) Fou
cault struggled to find ways to escape this compelling logic without returning to nai~e 
appeals to "truth" or "selves" that exist independently of the discursive and SOCial 
networks in which they appear. His efforts in that direction remain fragmentary. Since 
his death, the ever-increasirig pressure 01] individualS to fit in the bureaucratiC~lo.\~ 
of a "globalized" world of transnationalcorporations, international trade alliances'aild 
political organizations, and newly prominent nOrigovernmental organizations (stich 
as the World Trade Organization) makes Foucault's account of a supervising,norn\~ 
enforcing, disciplinary power appear even more pertinent. . ' < l !.! 

: : ~ 
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its kind, while Joan Nordquist's Michel Foucault: A Bibliography (1986) and Michel 
Foucault II (1992) are · more recent . The fairly extensive bibliography in The Cat»
bridge Companion to FoucaulHs well arranged and easy to use. 

.What Is an Author? I 

ir prop~sing this slightly ~ddquestion', I am cp;';'sdous · of the needfor an 
explan~tion. TQ this day, the'~autho( n!mains ,an op~n question both with 
respect tp its general function withindiscourse .and in my own Writings; that 
is, this . question permits me to return to certain aspects .of my , own work 
which now appear iII.advised and misleading. In this regard, I wish to propose 
a necessary criticism and reevaluation. 

For instance, my objective in The Order of Things2 had been to analyse 
verbal clusters as discursive layers which fall outside the familiar categories 
of abopk, a work, or aiiauthor.But whilelconsidered'~natural history," the 
"ai1alysisQf weafth,"a~d'.'po,iitical economy' in gene~alterms, I nt~glec~ed a 
similar analysis of the author and his works; it is perhaps due to this omissiOI1 
that I ~mployed the names of authors throughout this book in a naive and 
.often crude fashion. I spoke of Buffon, Cuvier, Ricardo/ and others as well, .. 

I but failed :to realize that (had allowed their names to function ambiguously . 
I 

This'has proved an embarrassment to me in that my oversight has served to 
'raise two pertinent objections, . 
. It was argued that I had not properly described Buffon or his work [lnd 
'that my'handling of Marx· was pitifully iriadequat,e iIi terms of the totality 
ofhis tho I.1gh t. Although: these , objections were . obviously just,ified, they 
ignored ~he task I had set myself: I had no intention of descri9ing Buff 0 11 or 
Marx or of reproducing their statements or implici~ meanings, but, simply 
stated, I wanted to locate the rules that formed a certain number of concepts 
and theoreticaL relationships in their works. In addition; it was argued that 
I had created monstrous families by bringing together names as disparate as 
Bt'tffon and,Linnaeus or in placing Cuvier next to Darwin' in defiance of the 
most readily observable family resemblances and'natural ties. This objection 
iilsoseems inappropriate since I had never tried to establish a genealogical 
tahleof exceptiohal individuals, nor was I concerned in fonning an intellec
tual daguerreotype cifthe scholar or naturiilist of the' seventeenth and eigh~ 
teenth century: lrifact;, Ihadno intention of forming ~nyfamily, whether 
hply , or perrerse. On, the contrary, I wanted to deterrriine--:::-a much more 
modest task-the functional conditions of specific discursive practices. 

.Then why did I use the names of authors in The Order .of Things? Why 
not avoid their use altogether, or, short of that, why not define the manner 
i.n which they were used? These questions appear fully justified and I have 

.... 

i. Translated by Donold F. BOllcl\ord 'and Sherry 
Sinlon. . 
2. Publish~d. ln . 1966. as l.es Mol, ct les cllose,; in 
it, Fouc!lult uncovered" the epistemjc assumptiqns 
6f Ihe "clossical" (Enlightenment) arid modern pe
riods by exami ning the WQrk of natural scientists, 
political economists, ond linguists . 
3. David Ricordo (1777-1823), English econo
mist.· Georges,;louis Leclerc, comic de Buffon 

I , 

I: 
' I 

(1707-1788), Frellch noturollsi: GeorgesC:uvier 
. (1769-1832), French anatomist. 
4 . KARL MARX ( 1818-1883), German socinl, polili
cal, and economic philosopher. . . 
5: Charles Dan vln (1809-1882), English natural
ist and theorist of evolution. Carolus LinnnclIs: 
Carl vo~ Linn~ (1707- 1778), Swedish bolonist 
who devised Ihe modern scientific nament lature 
of Iivi~g . lhlngs. . 
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tried to .gauge their implications and cohsequencesin a h'o.ok thatwill appear 
shortly.6 These questions have determined my effortto' sltuatecomprehen
sivediscursive·units, such as "natural history" or "political 'economy," and.to 
establish the methods and instruments for delimiting; analyzing, and descnb
ing these unities . Nevertheless, :as' a pri~leged mom~nt of i~dividualiza.tio~ 
ilT thehistory ·of ideas; ·knowledge;· and IIterature,or '~theh,story ofph.IIos
ophy and science,the question of the author deman~s a ~ more direct 
response. Even now, when we study the ·history of a conce,rt, a,lIterary genre, 
or a branch of philosophy, these concerns assume a relatively weak and sec
ondary position in relation 'to the solid and fundamental role 'of an author 
and his works. · . ..' . .. .. ..... ",' .' ... . . 
.. For the purposes of this' paper, ( will set aside a sociohistorical analysis of 

the author 'as an individual and the numerous,questions that deserve~atten
tionin this context: how the. author was individualized in a culture such as 

l ours; the status we have given the author, for instance; when we ~eg~n o~r 
research into authenticity ·and 'attribution; the systems of valoFizatlOnm 
which he was included; or the moment when the stories of heroes gave way 
to an author's biography; the conditions that fostered the formulation of the 
fundamental critical category of "the man and his work;" For the time being, 
I wish torestrict myself to the singular relationship that holds between an 
author anda text; the manner in which a·text apparently points to this figure 
who is outside and precedes it. :. . ... . . . . . . 
. Beckett supplies a direction: "What matter who's speaking, someone SaId; 

what matter who's speaking."? In an indifference ·such 'as this we must rec
ognize one of the fundamental ethical principles of contempora,ry writing.,rt 
is not simply "ethical" because it characterizes our way of speaking and WTlt
ing, but because it stands as an iminan~nt rule, .e.ndlessly adop~ed and ~et 
never fully applied. As a principle, it dommatesWTltmgas an ongomg practice 
and slights our customary attention to the finis~ed ' product.~or the sa~e. of 
illustration, we need only consider two of its major themes . First, the wTltmg 
of OuT' day has freed itself from the necessity of "expression"; it only refers 
to itself, yet it is not restricted to the c6nfines ofinterioiity. On the cont~~ry, 
we ' recognize it in its exterior deployment. Thisreversal ' ~ra~sf~rms wrItmg 
into an interplay ofsigns , regulated less ,by the content It,slgnlfies than by 
the very nature of the signifier. Moreover, it ~mplies anact~on that is always 
testing the limits of its regularity,· transgress.mgand reversl~ga~ order that 
it accepts and manipulates. Writing unfolds lIke ~ game that meVitabl~ mov~s 
beyond its own rules and finally leaves thembehmd. Thus, the essential ~~SIS 
of this writing is not the exalted ·emotions related to the act of composition 
or the insertion of a subject into language. Rather, it is primarily concerned 
with creating an opening where the writing subject endlessly disappear~.. , 
. The second theme is even more familiar : it is the kinship between wTltmg 
and death. This relationship inverts the age-old conception of Greeknarra
tive or epic, which was designed to guarantee the immortality of ahe~o. The 
hero accepted an e~~)y ,death because his life, consecrated and. magnified by 
death, passed into'immortality; and the narrative redeemed h'.s a,cc~ptan~e 
of death. In a different sense, Arabic stories, and The ~rabtan Ntghts 10 

[Iranslalors' nole) . Oeckelt (1906-1974), lrish6. The Archaeology of [(/lowledge (1969). 
born French novelist and playwright. 7. Samuel Becket!, TexlSforNotltlng (1974), p. 16 

I 
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particular, had as ·their motivation, their theme and pretext, this strategy for 
defeating death. Storytellers continued their narratives late into the night to 
forestall death and to delay the inevitable moment when everyone must fall 
silent. Scheherazade's story isa desperate inversion of murder; it is the effort, 
throughout all those nights, to exclude death from the circle of existence.S 

This conception of a spoken or written narrative as· a protection against·death 
has been transformed by our culture. Writing is now linked to sacrifice and 
to the sacrifice of life .itself; it is a voluntary obliteration of the self that does 
not require representation in ' books because it takes place in the everyday 
existence of the writer. Where a work had the duty of creating immortality, 
it now attains the right to kill, to become the murderer of its author. Flaubert, 
Proust, and Kafka9 are obvious examples of this reversal. In addition, we find 
the link between writing and death manifested in the total effacement of the 
individual characteristics of the writer; the quibbling and confrontations 
that a writer generates between himself and his text cancel out the signs of 
his particular individuality. Ifwe wish to know the writer in our day, it will 
be through the singularity of his absence and in . his link to death, which 
has transformed him into a victim of his own writing. While all of this is 
familiar in philosophy, as inliterary criticism, I am not certain that the con
sequences derived from the disappearance or death of the author' have 
been fully explored or that the importance of this event has been appreciated. 
To be specific, it seems to me that the themes destined to replace the priv
ileged position accorded the author have merely served to arrest the possi
bility of genuine change. Of these, I will examine two that seem particularly 
important. 

To begin with, the thesis concerning a work. It has been understood that 
the task of criticism is not to reestablish the ties between an author and his 
work or to reconstitute an author's thought and experience through his works 
and, further, that criticism should concern itself with the structures of a 
work, its architectonic forms, which are studied for their intrinsic and inter
nal relationships. Yet, what of a context that questions the concept of a work? 
What, in short, is the strange unit designated by the term, work? What is 
necessary to its composition, if a work is not something written by a person 
called an "author"? Difficulties arise on all sides if we raise the question in 
this way. If an individual is not an author, what are we to make of those 
things he has _written or said, left among his papers or communicated to 
others? Is this not properly a work? What, for instance, were Sade's papers 
before he was consecrated as anauthor?2 Little more, perhaps, than rolls of 
paper on which he endlessly unravelled his fantasies while in prison. 

Assuming that we are dealing with an author, is everything he wrote and 
said, everything he left behind, to be included in his work? This problem is 
both theoretical and practical. If we wish to pu blish the complete works of 
Nietzsche,3 for example, where do we draw the line? Certainly, everything 

8. ScheherAzedc, narrator of The Arabian Nigltts(a I. The phrnse hdcoth of the author" comes from 
collection of trad itionol tales from several Middle the French literary critic nOl.AND "AnTHES (1915
Eastern cultures, codified cn. 1450), tells her sto~ 1980). 
rles to Rvoid the fote of the king's previous brides: 2. The French ,,"thor themarquis deSode (1740
exec ution on the morning ofter he marrics them. 1814) begnn to write while in prison.
9. Fronz I(an'R (1883-1924), AlIStri.n novelist, 3. flll£On'CH N'ETLSCHE (1844-1900), the 
who lived milch of his life In Prnguc. GustHve FlulI German philosop}ler, was insane the last ten yeArs
berl (1 82 1- 1880). and Marcel Proust (1871 of his life ontl left many unpublished works. 
1922), French novelists . including wild jottings: from his lAter years . 
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must be published, but can we agree on what "everything" means? We will, 
of course, include everything that Nietzsche himself published, along with 
the drafts of his works, his plans for aphorisms, his marginal notations and 
corrections. But whaHf; in a notebook filled with aphorisms, we find a ref
erence, a reminderof an appointment, an· address, or a laundry bill, should 
this be included in his works? Why not? These practical considerations are 
endless once we consider how a work can be extracted from the millions of 
traces left by an individual after his death. Plainly, we lack a theory to encom
pass the questions generated by a work and the empirical activity of those 
who naively undertake the publication of the complete works of an author 
often suffers from the absente of this framework. Yet more questions arise. 
Can we say that The Arabian Nights, and Stromates of Clement ofAlexandria, 
or the Lives of Diogenes Laertes4 constitute works? Such questions only 
begin to suggest the range of our difficulties, and, if some have fouhd it 
convenient to bypass the individuality of the writer or his status as an author 
to concentrate on a work, they have failed to appreciate the equally problem
atic nature of the word "work" and the unity it designates . 

Another thesis has detained us from taking full measure of the author's 
disappearance . It avoids confronting the specific event that makes it possible 
and, in subtle ways; continues to preserve the existence of the author. This 
is the notion of ecriture.5 Strictly speaking, it should allow us not only to 
circumvent references to an author, but to situate his recent ·absence. The 
conception of ecriture, as currently employed, is 'concerned with neither the 
act of writing nor the indications, as symptoms or signs within a text, of an 
author's meaning; rather, it stands for a remarkably profound attempt to 
elaborate the conditions of any text, both the conditions of its spatial dis
persion and its temporal deployment. . . . 

It appears, however, that this concept, as currently employed, has merely 
transposed the empirical characteristics of an author toa transcendental 
anonymity. The extremely visible signs of the author's empirical activity are 
effaced to allow the play, in parallel or opposition, of religious and critical 
modes of characterization. In granting a primordial status to writing, do we 
not, in effect, simply reinscribe.in transcendental terms the theological affir
mation of its sacred origin or a critical belief in its creative nature? To say 
that writing, in terms of the particular history it made possible, is subjected 
to forgetfulness and repression, is this not to reintroduce in transcendental 
terms the religious principle of hidden meanings (which require interpreta
tion) and the critical assumption of implicit significations, silent purposes, 
and obscure contents (which give rise to commentary)?" Finally, is not the 
conception of writing as absence a transposition into transcendental terms 
of the religious belief in a fixed and continuous tradition or the aesthetic 
principle that proclaims the survival of the work as a kind of enigmatic sup
plement of the author beyond his own death? . 

This conception of ecrituresustains the privileges of the author through 

.............. 

4. Greek s_choliii '(CR: 'e,;;,;I;"3d c. C.E.) whose Lives structuralist thought, especia lly thot of JACQUES 

is R compilation of the lives and doctrines of thc OEnnlDA (b. 1930), dcrit'ure designates that which 

philosophers. Clemcnt of Alexandria (ca. l50-cn . is required for ony ~Elrtlcular speech oct-whether 

215 C.E.), early church father nnd theologinn; the spoken or written-Io lake place. 

Stro,"ates (M;$cellauies) is " co llec tion of. notes, 6. He re FOllcAult Is criticizing the writings of Der

full of digressions, on ChristiAn philosophy. ride . 

S. Wrilten langungc or writing (French). In post· 
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t~e saf~guard of the a priori!7 the play of representations that formed a par' 
tlcular Image of the autho~ IS extended ~ithin,a gray neutrality. The disap
pearance of the author-smce Mallarme;8anevent of our time-is held in 
checkb~ the transcendental. Is it not'necessaryto dl'awa line between those 
w~o.beheve: tha~ we can continue to sitiJateour present. discontinuities 
wlthmthe hlstoncal an.d transcendental tradition of the nineteenth cel1tUlY 
and those ~ho are malGng a"great effort to liberate themselves, once and for 
all; from thIS conceptual framework? 

It is obviously insufficient to repeat emptyslogans: the author l1as disap' 
peared; God and man died a common death. Rather, we should reexamine 
the empty spa~eleft by the author'sdisappeanmce; we should attentively
obs~rve,. along ItS .gap~and fault lines,its new demarcations, and the'reap: I p~;tlOnment of thIS ~bld; we should await the fluid functions released by this 

I ~Isappearance. In thIS c~ntext we canb~iefly consider the problems that arise 
~n the, ~se of an author sname. What IS the name of an author? .How does 
It fu~ctlOn?Far from offering a solution,I will attempt to indicate some,of 
the dIfficultIes related to these questions., '" , 

The name of an author poses all the problems related to the category 6f 
the proper n?me;(Here, lam referr.ing to the work of John Searle,. among 
others.) O?vlOusly not a pure and slmple,i:eference, the proper name (andi , 
the author s name as well) has other than; indicative functions. It is moreI, 

[ tha~ a gesture, a fin~er.pointed at someone; it is, to a certain extent, the 
' II eqUivalent ,of a' descnptl.on. When we say "Aristotle,"" we are using a word 
i'l 

jl 

that'meanso.ne,~ra"senes of definite descriptions of the type: "the author
Ii of the Analyttcs, or the founder of ontology," and so forth. Furthermore' a 

prope~ name hasother functions than that of signification: when wedisco;er 
that Rlm~aiJd2 has not written La Chasse spirituelle, we cannot maintain that 
the meanmgof the proper name or this author's name has been altered. The 
prope.r~ame and ~he n.ame of an aut!10r oscillate between the poles of 
descnptlOn and deslgnatlOn,3 and, granting that they are linked to what they 
na~e, ,they ?re not. totally~etermined either by their descriptive 'or deSig
native fu~ctlOns.Yet-'and It i~here that the specific difficulties attending 
an.author sname appear-the lmk between a proper name and the individual 
bemg n~med and the linkbetween an author's name and that which it names

J are not Iso~orph~usa~d'donot function in the same way; and these differ' 
[ , 

ences require clarIficatIOn. 

I To.lea~n; for. exampl:, that Pierre Dupont4 do~s not have blue eyes, does 
not IIve.m Pans, and IS not a doctor does not invalidate the fact that the 
name,~lerre.Dupont, continues to refer to the same person; there has been 
no mo(hficatlOn of the deSignation thaHinks the name to the person; With 

7. Thot is, lhol whicl~ is J~:ived from s~lf-evid~'111 
propositions (vs" from experience), 
8,' STEPHANE MAuAnMt (1842-1898) Frerich 
s~mbolist po~ti .h~ was interested, in wril'jng tech
niques that dmllnlslled the author s role in the crc
otion of the poem. 
9. See John Searle, Speech Acts: An Essay in the 
Philo~ophy of Langllage (1969), PI" 162-74 [Irans' 
lalors nOle], Searle (b, 1932), American philoso
pher. 

I, Greek philosopher (384-322 U,C,E; see above), 
2, Arlhur Himbulld (1854-1891), French poe I. 

,~he pr?se poem :'Ln ~hllsse spiritu'elle" wa~ pub~ 
bshed m 1949 as 1.1 recovered IIlost" work by Rim~ 
baud; its actual autho:rs revealed the honx shortly 
after publication. 

3. In t~le philosophy of languoge, a description is 
a meunmgful set'of words thut refers to 0 particular 
object, Hence,'hthe Author of Great Expectations" 
describes "Charles Dickens." In contrast, the name 
"Charles Diel(ens" is u designation of the person 
who bears that name. 
4. The French eqUivalent of "John Doe." n random 
desigl1lition of 11 living person. 
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the name of. an author; however, the problems are far more complex. The 
disclosure that Shakespeare was not born in the house that tourists now visit 
would not modify the functioning of the author's name, but, if it were proved:, 
that he had not written the sonnets that we attribute to him, this would 
constitute it significant dhange and affect the manner in which the author's 
name functions. Moreover, 'if we establish that Shakespeare wrote Bacon's 
Organon and that the same author Was responsible for both the works of 
Shakespeare and those of Bacon, we would have introduced a third type of 
alteration which completely modifies the functioning of the author's name.' 
Consequently, the name of an author is not precisely a proper name among 
others. 

Many other factors sustain this paradoxical singularity of the name of an . 
author. It is altogether different to maintain that Pierre Dupont does not 
exist and that Homer or Hermes Trismegistes6 have never existed. While the 
first negation merely implies that there is no one by the name of Pierre 
Dupont, the second indicates that several individuals have been referred to 
by one name or that the real author possessed none ofthe traits traditionally· 
associated with Homer or Hermes. Neither is it the same thing to say that 
Jacques Durand, not Pierre Dupont, is the real name ofX and that Stendhal's 
name was Henri Beyle.7 We could also examine the function and meaning 
of such statements as "Bourbaki is this orthat person," and "Victor Eremita, 
Climacus, Anticlimacus, Frater Taciturnus, COnstantin Constantius, all of 
these are Kierkegaard."B . 

These differences indicate that an author's name is not simply an element 
of speech (as a subject, a complement; or an element that could be replaced 
by a pronoun or other parts of speech). Its presence is· functional in that it 
serves as a means of classification. A name can group together a number of 
texts and thus differentiate them from others. A name also establishes dif
ferent forms of relationships among texts. Neither Hermes not Hippocrates 
existed in the sense that we can say Balzac9 existed, but the fact that a 
number of texts were attached to a single name implies that relationships of 
homogeneity, filiation, reciprocal explanation, authentification, or of com
mon utilization were established among them~ Finally, the author's name 
characterizes a particular manner of existence of discourse. Discourse that 
possesses an author's name is not to be imrriediatelyconsumed and forgotten; 
neither is it accorded the momentary attention given to ordinary, fleeting 
words. Rather, its status and its manner' of reception are regulated by the 
culture in which it circulates ... 

We can conclude that, unlike a'proper name, which moves from the inte
rior of a discourse to the real person outside whoptoduced it, the nameof 

5, Some people have orglled that Ihe plays ofWiI
lialn Shakespeore (1564-1616).were octually w{it-, 
len by Ihe English philosopher Froncis Oacon 
(1561'-1626), whose Organ'on' (1620) is often cited 
as the founding text of the "scientific method." , 
6, The god of letters, lowl'9111, 42 philosophico
religious:wor~s and'books-'o~' alchemy and ostrol~ 
ogy, pres~med to be the ~ncient wisdom of Egypt, 
were attributed. Homer is the traditional authol' of 
the Iliad and,the Odyssey (ca, 8th'c, n,c.E,); but the 
question of whether t,hese two poems, originally 
transmitted orally, were the work of ony single 
outhor remains open. 

'7; The 'real name of the French novelist (1783~ 
1842),who wroteunuenhe,peh nOll1e S,enuahL ; 
8, ViCtor Eremlta and the other nomes listed here 
were 011' pseudonyms used by the Danish philoso~ 

,pher S0ren Kierkegoaru (l813~1855) at various 
times during his career. Nicolas Bourboki, the allo~ 
nym for 0 group of 20lh-century Dlgebralsls. 
9, Honor6 de Dalzac (1799-1850), French nov
elisL Hippocr.,es (469-399 n,c.E,), Greek physic 
cion usually considered the father· of medicine'; 
though it is unlikely that he wrote any.ofthe books 
attributed to him·, Hippocrates did exist. 
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the author remains at the contours of texts-separating one from the other, 
defining their form, and characterizing their mode of existence. It points to 
the existence of certain groups of discourse and refers to the status of this 
discourse within a society and culture. The author's name is not a function 
of a man's civil status, nor is it fictional; it is situated in the breach, among 
the discontinuities, which gives rise to new groups of discourse and their 
singular mode of existence. Consequently, we can say that in our culture, 
the name of an author is a variable that ·accompanies only certain texts to 
the exclusion of others: a.private letter may have a signatory, but it does not 
have an author; a contract can have an underwriter, but not an author; and, 
similarly, an anonymous poster attached to a wall may have a writer, but he 
cannot be an author. In this sense, the function of an author is to charac
terize the existence, circulation, and operation of certain discourses within 
a society. 

In dealing with the "author" as a function of discourse, we must consider 
the characteristics of a discourse that support this use and determine its 
difference from other discourses. If we limit our remarks to only those books 
or texts with authors, we can isolate four different features. 

First, they are objects of appropriation; the form of property they have 
become is of a particular type whose legal codification was accomplished 
some years ago. It is important to notice, as well, that its status as property 

, I is historically secondary to the penal code controlling its appropriation. 
i 

Speeches and books were assigned real authors, other than mythical or 
important religious figures, only when the author became subject to punish
ment and to the extent that his discourse was considered transgressive. In 
our culture-undoubtedly in others as well-discourse was not originally a 
thing, a product, or a possession, but an action situated in a bipolar field of 
sacred and profane, lawful and unlawful, religious and blasphemous. It was 
a gesture charged with risks long before it became a possession caught in a 
circuit of property values. But it was at the moment when a system'of own
ership and strict copyright rules were established (toward the end of the 
eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century) that the transgressive 
properties always intrinsic to the act of writing became the forceful imper
ative of literature. It is as if the author, at the moment he was accepted into 
the social order of property which governs our culture, was compensating 
for his new status by reviving the older bipolar field of discourse in a system
atic practice of transgression and by restoring the danger of writing which, 
on another side, had been conferred the benefits of property. 

Secondly, the "author-function" is not universal or constant in all dis
course. Even within our civilization, the same types of texts have not always 
required authors; there was a time when those texts which we now call "lit
erary" (stories, folk tales, epics, and tragedies) were accepted, circulated, and 
valorized without any question about the identity of their author. Their ano
nymity was ignored because their real or supposed age was a sufficient guar
antee of their authenticity. Texts, however, that we now call "scientific" 
(dealing with cosmology and the heavens, medicine or illness, the natural 
sciences or geography) were only considered truthful during the Middle Ages 
if the name of the author was indicated. Statements on the order of "Hip-
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pocrates said ...n or "Pliny' tells us that ..." were not merely formulas for 
an argument based on authority; they marked a proven discourse. In the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, a totally new conception was devel
oped when scientific texts were accepted on their own merits and positioned 
within an anonymous and coherent conceptual system of established truths 
and methods of verification. Authehtification no longer required reference 
to the individual who had produced them; the role of the author disappeared 
as an index of truthfulness and, where it remained as an inventor's name, it 
was merely to denote a specific theorem or proposition, a strange effect, a 
property, a body, a group of elements, or pathological syndrome. 

At the same time, however, "literary" discourse was acceptable only if it 
carried an author's name; every text of poetry or fiction was obliged to state 
its author and the date, place, and circumstance of its writing. The meanihg 
and value attributed to the text depended on this information. If by accident 
or design a text was presented anonymously, every effort was made to locate 
its author. Literary anonymity was of interest only as a puzzle to be solved 
as, in our day; literary works are totally dominated by the sovereignty of the 
author. (Undoubtedly, these remarks are far too categorical. Criticism has 
been concerned for some time now with aspects of a text not fully dependent 
on the notion of an individual creator; studies of genre or the analysis of 
recurring textual motifs and their variations from a norm other than the 
author. Furthermore, where in mathematics the author has become little 
more than a handy reference for a particular theorem or group of proposi
tions, the reference to an author in biology and medicine, or to the date of 
his research has a substantially different bearing. This latter reference, more 
than simply indicating the source of information, attests to the "reliability" 
of the evidence,since it entails an appreciation of the techniques and exper
imental materials available at a given time and in a particular laboratory.) 

The third point concerning this "author-function" is that it is not formed 
spontaneously through the simple attribution of a discourse to an individual. 
It results from a complex operation whose purpose is to construct the rational 
entity we call an author. Undoubtedly, this construction is assigned a "real
istic" dimension as we speak of an individual's "profundity" or "creative" 
power, his intentions or the original inspiration manifested in writing. Nev
ertheless, these aspects of an individual, which we designate as an author 
(or which comprise an individual as an author), are projections, in terms 
always more or Jess psychological, of our way of handling texts: in the com
parisons we make, the traits we extract as pertinent, the continuities we 
assign, or the exclusions we practice. In addition,all these operations vary 
according to the period and the form of discourse concerned. A "philosopher" 
and a "poet" are not constructed in the same manner; and the author of an 
eighteenth-century novel was formed differently from the modern novelist. 
There are, nevertheless, transhistorical constants in the rules that govern the 
construction of an author. 

In literary criticism, for example, the traditional methods for defining an 
author-or" rather;'f()'r determining the configuration of the author fromI 
existingCtexts-derive in large part from those used in the Christian tradition 

I, Homan writer (23124-79 C.E,); only his 37-book Nut1lml History survives. 
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to authentiCate (or to reject) the particular texts in its possession. Modern 
criticism, in its desire to "recover" the author from a work, employs devices 
strongly reminiscent of Christian exegesis when it wished to prove the value 
of a text by ascertaining the holiness of its author. In De Viris Illustribus, 
Saint Jerome2 maintains that homonymy is not proof of the common author
ship of several works, since many individuals could have the same name or 
someone could have perversely appropriated 'another's name. The name, as 
an individual mark, is not sufficient as it relates to a textual tradition. How, 
then, can several texts be attributed to an individual author? What norms; 
related to thefunctiori of the author; will disclose the involvement of several 
authors? According to Saint Jerome, there are four criteria: the texts ,that 
must be eliminated from the list of works attributed to a single author are 
those inferior to the others (thus, the author is defined as a standard level 
of quality); those whose ideas conAictwith the doctrine expressed in the 
others ' (here the au thor is defined asa certain field of conceptual ,or theo
reticalcoherence); those written in a different style and containing words 
and phrases not ordinarily found in the other works (the author'isseen as a 
stylistic uniformity); and those referring to events or historical figures sub
sequent to the death of the author (the author is thus a definite historical 
figure in which a series of events converge). Although modern criticism does 
not appear to have these same suspicions concerning authentication, its 
strategies for defining the author present striking similarities. The author 
explains the presence of certain' events . within a text, as well as their trans
formations, distortions, and their various modifications (and this through an 
author's biography or by reference to his particular point of view, in the 
analysis of his social preferences and his position within a class or by delin
eating his fundamentaI6bjectives). The author also constitutes a principle 
of unity inwriting where any unevenness of production is ascribed to changes 
caused by evolution, maturation, or outside inAuence. In addition, the author 
serves to neutralize the 'contradictions that are found in a series of texts. 
Governing·this function is the belief that there must be---'-'at a particular level 
of an author's thought; of his conscious or ' unconscious desire-a point 
where contradictions are resolved, where the incompatible elements can be 
shown to relate to one another or to cohere around a fundamental and orig

, I 	 inating contradiction. Finally, the author is a particular source of expression 
who; in more or less finished forms, is manifested equally well, and with 
similar validity; in a text, in ,letters, fragments, drafts, and so forth. Thus; 
even while Saint Jerome's four principles of autheriticity.might seem largely 

, inadequate to modern':critics, they, nevertheless, define the critical modali
! ! ties now used to display the function of the author. 

However, it would be false to consider the function of the author as a pure 
and simple reconstruction after the fact of a text given as passive material, 
since a text always bears a number oEsigns that teferto the author, Well 
known to grammarians, these textual signs are personal pronouns, adverbs 
of time and place; and the conjugation of verbs. But it is important to note 
that these elements have a different bearing on texts with an author and on 

2. Church fAther and scholar (ca. 340-420), the first to Irnnslnte the Bible into Latin. Do Vi";s lllustriln,s 
(392-93, Of 1I/"5trio"5 Me .. ) Is a collection of 130 biographies of Christian writers. 
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those without one. In the latter, these "shifters'" refer to a real speaker and 
to an actual deictic situation, with .certain exceptions such ·as the case of 
indirect speech in the first person. When discour'seis linked to an author, 
however, the role of "shifters" is more complex and variable. It is well known 
that in a novel narrated in the first person, neither the first person pronoun, 
the present indicative tense, nor, .for that matter, its signs of localizat~on 
refer directly tothe writer, either tothe time when he wrote, or to the speCific 
act of Writing; rather, they stand for a "second self". whose similarity to the 
au thor.is never fixed and. undergoes considera ble altenition within the course 
of a single book. It would be as false to seek the author in relation to the 
actual writer as to the fictional narrator; the "author-function" arises out of 
their scission-in' the division and distance of the two. One might object that 
this phenomenon ' only applies to novels· or poetry, ,to a context of "quasi
discourse," but, in fact, all 'discourse that supports this "author-function" is 
characterizedby .. this plurality of egos. In a mathematical treatise, the ego 
who indicates the circumstances of composition in ·the preface is not iden
tical, either in terms of his position or his function, to the "I" who concludes 
a demonstration within the body of the text. The former implies a unique 
individualwho, at a given time and place, succeeded in completing a project, 
whereas the latter indicates an instance and plan of demonstration that any
one could perform prOvided the same set of aXioms, preliminary operatio~s, 
and an identical set of symbols were used. It is also possible to locate a third 
ego: one who speaks of the goals of his investigation, the obstacles encoun
tered, its results, and the problems. yet to be solved and this "I" would func
tion in a field of existing of future mathematical discourses. We are not 
dealing with a system of dependencies where a first and essential use of the 
"I" is reduplicated; as a kind of fiction, by the other two. On the con~rary, 
the "author~function" in such discourses operates so as to effect the Simul
taneous dispersion of. the three egos. " . . 

Further elaboration would, of course, disclose other characteristics of the 
"author-function," but I have limited myself to the four that seemed the most 
obvious and importarit.-They can be summarized in the following manner: 
the "author-function" is tied to the legal and institutional systems that cir
cumscribe, determine, and articulate the realm of discourses; it does not 
operate in a uniform manner in all discourses, at all times, and in any given 
culture; it is not defined by the spontaneous attribution of a text to its creator, 
but through a series of precise and complex procedures; it does not refer, 
purely and simply, to an;actual individual insofar as it simultaneously gives 
rise to a variety of egos and to a series of subjective'positions that individuals 
of any class may come to occupy. 

I am aware that until now I have. kept my subject within unjustifiable 
limits; I should also have spoken of the "author-function" in painting, music, 
technical fields; and so forth, Admitting that my analysis is restricted to the 
domain of discourse .it. seems that I have given the term "author" an exces
sively n?rrow meirii~g. I have discussed the author only in the limited sense 
of a person to whom the production of a text, a book, or a work can be 
legitimately attributed, However, it is obvious that even within the realm of 

3. Words whose referent changes according to the context in which they specify a person or thing (pro· 
nouns). place (odverbs). or pme (adverbs, verb tensc}-thot is, according to the "deiclic situation." 
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disc~urse a person can be the author 'ofmuch more than'a book-ofa.theory, 
formstance; of a tradition or a discipline within which new books and 
authors can proliferate: ·For convenience, we.·could say that such authors 
occupy a '!'transdiscursive" position. . ' .' . . ; .... ., .:.... . ' 
. Homer; Aristotle,' and the Church Fathers played thisrole, as did the first 
mathema~icians and the originators of the Hippocratic' tradition. This type 
of author Is 'surelyas old as our,civilization. But I believe that the nineteenth 

I. 	 century in.'Europe produced 'a singular type of author who should.not be 
confused with "great" lite'rary 'authors, or the"authors 'ofcanonical religious 
texts,and the founders of sciences. Somewhat arbitrarily,'we might'call them 
"initiators of discursive pmctices." " .; , : , .' :. ." '" 

The distinctive contribution' 'of :these authors is that ;they produced not 
only their own work, but the possibility and the I1Ules offormation of other 
texts. In this sense; their role differs entirely ,from that- cofa 'novelist for 
example, who is basically never more than the author ofhisowil text. Fr~ud5 

, 
is not simply the author ·oFThe Interpretation ,oj Dreams or of :Wit and its 

, . Relation to the UncO'nscious and Marx is not simply the author ;of the Com
i.' ~unist Manije~to or Capital: they both established the endless possibility of 
: 'II' discourse, ObVIously, an easy objection can be made. The.author 'of a novel 
'. I may be responsible for more than his own text; if.he acquires some "impor
: II, tance!' in the literary world, his influence can have significant ramifications.

II To take a verysirriple example, one could say that Ann Radcliffe6 :did not 
simply write The Mysteries of Udolpho and a few other novels,' but also made 
possible the appearance 'ofGothictomances at the ;beginning of the nine
teenth century, To this extent; her function ,as 'an author exceeds the limits 
of her work. However, this objection can: be answered by the fact that th~ 
possibilities disclosed by the initiators . of discursive practices :(using . the 
examples of Marx and ,Freud, whom lbelieve to be: the first and the most 
important) are significantly different from those :suggested.bynovelists;The 
noye\sof Ann..Radcliffe put into circulation a,certain number of resem
blances and analogies patterned on her work~various'characteristicsigns, 
figures, relationships,· and structures that ;could :be -integrated into other 
books. In short, to say thatAnn' Radcliffe created the Gothic Romancemeans 
that there.are certain elements common to her works and to the nineteenth
century Gothic romance: the heroine ruined by' her own innocence, the 
secret fortress that functions as a counter-city,. 'theoutlaw"hero who swears 
revenge·on the world that has cursed him, etc. On~heother hand; Marx and 
Freud, as '''initiators of discursive practices/' not only made possible a certain 
number of analogies that 'could be adopted by future texts, but, as impor
tantly, they also made possible a certain number of differences. They cleared 
a space for the introduction of elements other than their own, which, nev
ertheless, remain within the field of ;discoursetheyinitiated. In saying that 
~r~udfoundedpsychoanalysis,we do not simply mean that the concept.of 
hbldo or the techniques of dream analysis reappear in :the writings of Karl 
Abraham or Melanie Klein,> but that he made possible a certain numberof 

.>.- : 

~.' Arl;totle's .~ncyclopedic Writings eilOrmousl~ Ud~lpho (1791) WAS cx~~~inely pOPI.iar. ' 
Influenced medieval rhllosophy 'and science. 7, AilstrlAn-born Engli;l.. .'psychoanolyst (1862
5, SIGMUND FReUD 1856-1939), AuslrlQn foun 1960). AbrohAm (1877-1925), Cermon psychoder of psychoanalysis, analyst. ,
6, English novelist (1764-1823);- her Mys/erles of 
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differences with respect: to ' his books, concepts, and· hypotheses, 'which all 
ariseout·ofpsychoanalytk discourse. ,. . ,.. ... ;. .. " "" '.";.": . . ... , ' ;:.' 
' . .Is this .not the case, howeve~, with the founder 'of any :newsclence or of 
any author who silccessfullytrimsforms an.e'xistin·g'science? ~ter all,G~Ii
leos is indirectly responsible 'for the texts 'of those who mechaOically apphed 
the laws he formulated, in' 'addition to having paved the ·way for the produc: 
tion of statements far different from· his own;· If Cuvier is -the founder of 
biology and Saussure9 0f linguistics, it is not because' they were imitated'or 
that ·an organic concept 'or,a theory ,of the :sign was ·uncritically integrated 
into :new texts; but because Cuvier; to~certainextent; made possible a theory 
of evolution diametrically opposed to his own system and because Saussure 
made'possible a generative grammar radically different from his 'own st~uc
turalanalysis. · Superficially, ·then; :the initiation of; discursive ·'practIces 
appears similar tothefoundingof any scientific endeavor; but I believe there 
is a fundamental difference. .. ' : .: ' .. , '. ' .", " , '. 

In a scientific program, the founding act is on an equal footing with its 
future transformations: it is merely one amo'hg the 'many modifications that 
it makes possible.This interdependence can take severaIforms.Inthefutur~ 
development ofascience, the founding act may appear as little .morethana 
single instance ofa more general phenomenon 'that has been discovered. It 
might.be questioned,in retrospect, for being too intuitive or empirical·and 
submitted to the rigors.of new theoretical operationsin"order to situate it in 
a formal domain. Finally, it might-bethought a hasty generalization whose 
validity should ·berestricted. In other words, the founding actof.a ' sc~erice 
can always be rechanneled through the machinery .0ftransformatlOriS It has 
instituted; ' 	 :., ;. ' . '. .. 
. On the other hand, the initiation of a discursive practice is heterogeneous 
to its ulterior transformations. To extend psychoanalytic practice, as initiated 
by Freud, is not to presume a formal generality that was notdaimed at the 
outsetj' it is to explore a number of possibJe. ·applications·. To 'limitit is to 
isolate in the original texts' a small set of propositions or statements that' are 
recognized as having an inaugurative ·value and that mark other Freudi~n 
concepts or theories as derivative. Finally, there are no "false" statements In 

the work of these.initiators;·those ·statementsconsidered inessential or "pre
historic/' in that they are associated With another discourse, are simply 
neglected in'favor of the more.pertinent aspeets 'of the work. The initiation 
of a discursive practice, unlike the 'founding of:a 'sdeilce, overshadows and 
is necessarily detached 'from its later developments and tr·nnsformations.l!I.s 
a consequence, 'we define the theoretical validity,of a statement with respect 
to the work of the initiator, where as in the case of Galileo or Newton,' ihs 
based on the structural and intrinsic norms established in cosmology or phys
ics.Stated schematically,- the work of these initiators is not situated in rela
tion to a science or in the space it defines; rather, it is·sdence or discursive 
practice that relate to their works as the primary p~intsof re~er~n~e.' .' .. . 

In keepirigwith ~bis distinction, we can understand why It IS meVItable 
that practitioner's 'of such discourses rriust "return to the 'origin;" Here, as 
well, it- is necessary to distinguish a "return" from scientific "r,ediscoveries" 

lingulsi, ' " .. .. . .. " 
mer and physicist. _. .. ... I. Sir I.aAc NeWlon (1642-1727), English'physl
9 , FeRDINAND DE SAUSSURE (1857_1913), Swiss clst and mothemalicJan. '. 

8, C.lilco Colilel (1564-1642), It.fian ·aslrono· 
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or "react' . "11 . 	 . 
. IvatlOns. RedIscoveries" are the f~ '. . 

wIth current forms of ImowJedge that allo:' ects .of anal~gy or Isomorphism 
obscured figures. For instance Ch .. I . h.the perceptIOn of forgotten or 
"rediscovered" a form of lmowled ~~ (y~n IS boo.k on CarteSian grammar2 

g
Humboldt. 3 It could only be llnd t adt fad been In use from Cordemoy to 

. . . ers 00 rom the . f 
~rammar because this later manifestation held t perspect~ve 0 generative 
In effect,a retrospeCtive cod'fi t' ' f . .he key to ItS construction: 

c 	 I ca Ion 0 an hlstoncal ." "Rrelers to something qUI'te d'rc h POSitIOn, eactivation"
• I leren t: t e ins f f d' . 

new domains of generalization f· d er IOn 0 ISCOurselnto totally 
mathematics abounds in exam' t rac I~~, an transformations. The history of

fSerres on mathematical an p e~ 0 ht IS phenomenon as the work of Michel 
" amnesls s OWS,4 . . . 

,The phrase return to "d' · . . . .
h' h ' , eSlgnates, a movement 'th ' . .

I 	 w IC characterizes the initiation of d' . . WI. ItS proper specificity, 
because of a basic and ,c t . Is~u~slVe practices .. If we return · it is

ons ructlVe omiSSion . . . " 
resu t I of accident or incomp h . I ' an , omiSSIon that is not the 
. . 	 re enSlOn, n effect th t f' " .
I~ ItS. essence, that it is inevitabl sub' d .' e ac. 0 InitiatIOn is such, 
displays this act and derives frY .Je~te tO lts own distortions; that which 
d · 	 om It IS at theSt' hIvergences arid travestl'es Thl's ~d ame Ime,t e root of its 

· . nonacci ental · '.bypreclse operations that can· b 't d omiSSion must be regulated 

,I 

t h · e Sl uate analysed d d d . o t .e act of-mitiation . The· b . . ' ,an re uce m a return ·' arner Imposed b " .h. t e 0utside;it arises fro·m th d' . YomiSSIOn was not added from 
. I 	 e IScurSlve pracf ·· .
ItS aw, . Both the cause,of the b.' d h lce m questIOn, which gives it 

, . 	 arller an t e mea l' ' 
omission-also responsible ,for th b ' I ns or Its ' removal, this 
act of initiation---ccan only be _ ~ 0 ds~ac es that prevent returning to the 
a return to a text in itself spec~fiesolvle ya r.eturn. In addition, it is always 

. 	 , I ca y to a pnma d d . 
1..1 particular attention to those th' '. . ryan una orned text with lngs

its gaps and absences W t reglhstered In the interstices of the text I' . e re urn to t ose em t h ' 
'I masI(ed by omission .or co I d . f P Y spaces t at have been 

ncea e In a alse d . I d'ht ese. rediscoveries of an essential I I an . mls ea mg plenitude. In 
acteristic responses ' "Th' . ac (, we find the oscillation of two char

. IS pomt was made~ , h I kn.ow how to read"; or, inversel "No h y~u ~an t e p seeing it if you 
prmted words in the text b t ~;. ,t at pomt IS not made in any of the 
relationships and in the d" t u I Ihs expressed tho rough the words, in their 
h 	 iS ance t at separate th "I c 

t at this return, which is a art of th d' ' s . em. t 1OIIows naturally 
introduces modifications that e Iscurs~ve lTiechanism, constantly 
cursivity and redouble it in th w~u ld c~me to fix Itself Upon the primary dis~ 
essential. Rather it. is an efce t~rm 0 dan ornament which, after all, is not 
d" ' lec Ive an necessary f

IScurslve practice, A study of G l'l' I means 0 transforming 
the history, but not the sCI'e afl eo sl wo: (S could alter our Imowledge of 

nce, 0 mec lanlCS ' wh 
the b00ks of Freud or Mar c' ereas, a re-examination of 

I . 	 x can tranSlOrm ou I d' ,na YSIS or Marxism. 	 rune erstan mg of psychoa

. A last feature of these returns is th~t the ' . ' ... 
Imk between an author and h' I Ytend toremforce the eniomatic 

. I 	 IS wor (s. A text h ' . t>
clse y because it is the work of f I as an mauguratlve value pre
ditioned by this Imowledge Th a padro ICU ar author, and Our returns are Con

. e re ISCovery of an I 
or Cantor' will not modify cl , . I I un mown text by Newton

aSSlca cosmo ogy h' 	 or group t eory;at most, it , . . 
2, NORm Chomsky C I I L' " ' ar es an Ingmstlcs (1966)[I Irans ators' nOleJ Ch k (b ' 
linguist . . . oms y . 1928), AmericlIn 

b Karl Wilhelm von Hlimboldl (1767-1835) 
C~;d:C:o statesman Ilnd philologist. Geraud d: 

y (d, 1684), French nlilhor of A Philo

sophical Disco, C ' 4 M- ,...,. oncomlllg Speech (I 668)_ 
, ,ehel Serres La C " 

(1968) , om1UumcatlOn: Hermes I 
5 G ,PP, 78-1 12 [Imnslalors' nOleJ. 
Germe"o~g'MCllanlor. (I 845- 1918). RUSSian-born 

II .. lemnlJClOn. 
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will change oui' appreciation of their historical genesis. Bringing to light, 
however, An Outline of Psychoanalysis, to the extent that we recognize it as 
a book by Freud, can transform not only our historical knowledge, but the 
field of psychoanalytic theory-if only through a shift of accent or of the 
center of gravity. These returns, an important colTiponent of discursive prac
tices, form a relationship · between "fundarriental" and mediate 'authors, 
which is not identical to that which links an ordinary text to its immediate 
author. 

These remarks concerning the initiation of discursive practice'S have been 
extremely schematic, especially with regard to the opposition I have tried to 
trace between this initiation and the founding of sciences. The distinction 
between the two is not readily discernible; moreover, there is no proof that 
the two procedures are mutually exclusive. My only purpose in setting up 
this opposition, however, was to show that the "author-function," sufficiently 
complex at the level of a book or'a series oftexts that bear a definite signature, 
has other deterrriining factors when analysed in terrris of larger entities
groups of works or entire disciplines. 

Unfortunately, ther~ is a decided abserice ~f positivepropositioris in this 
essay, as it applies to analytic procedures or directions for future research, 
but I ought at least to give the reasons why I a~tach such importance to a 
continuation of this work. Developing a similar analysis could provide the 
basis for a typology of discourse. A typology of this sort cannot be adequately 
understood in relation to the grammatical features, formal structures, and 
objects of discourse, because there undoubtedly exist specific discursive 
properties or relationships that are irreducible to the rules of grammar and 
logic and to the laws that govern objects. These properties require investi
gation if we hope to distinguish the larger categories of discourse. The dif
ferent forms of relationships (or nonrelationships) that an author can assume 
are evidently one of these discursive properties. 

This form 6f investigation might also permit the introduction of an his
torical analysis of discourse, Perhaps the time has come to study not only 
the expressive value and formal transformations of discourse, but its mode 
of existence: the modifications and variations, within any culture, ofmodes 
of circulation, valorization, attribution, and appropriation. Partially at the 
expense of themes and concepts that an author places in his work, the 
"author-function" could also reveal the manner in which discourse is artic
ulated on the basis of social relationships. 

Is it not possible to reexamine, as a legitimate extension of this kind of 
analysis, the privileges of the subject? Clearly, in undeitaking an internal 
and architectonic analysis of a work (whether it be a literary text, a philo
sophical system, or a scientific work) and in delimiting psychological and 
biographical references, suspicions arise concerning the absolute nature and 
creative role of the subject. But the subject should not be entirely abandoned. 
It should be reconsid~~ed, not to restore the theme of an originating subject, 
but to seizeits'fdnctions, its intervention in discourse, and its system of 
dependencies. We should suspend the typical questions: how does a free 
subject penetrate the density of things arid endow them with meaning; how 
does it accomplish its design by animating the rules of discourse from within? 
Rather, we should ask: under what conditioris and through what forms can 
an entity like the subject appea~ in the order of discourse; what position does 
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it 'occupy;' what : functions does<it exhibit; and· what · rules does ·it .follow in 
each .type ,of discourse'? In short, the . subject (and: its substitutes) must be 
stripped of'its creative . .role:and· analysed as a complex and variable function 
of discourse .:" 	 " . i. 

I. 	 The author~or what I have called the "authorcfunction"~is undoubtedly 
only' one of the pO'ssiblespecifications of the subject and,considering.past 
historical' transformations, it appears .thaHhe form,the complexity; and even 
the existence of this function are far from immutable. We can easily imagine 
a 'culture where ,discourse would circulate withou~ any ·need for an .author. 
Discourses, whatever their status;Jorm':or. value, and regardless of our man
ner·of ha'ndling them;woLild :unfold. in a 'pervasive anonymity. No longer the 
tiresome ,repetitions i, " "', '. , . 

· :: _.~"Wh:Q : is.the r~ai ~ ~th:~'~?" :: ( "j • 

; ;'Have we p~oof 6fhis a~thenticHy kn'dii~iginaiity,?" ' , . .. 
"What hash~ revealed .bfhis most'profoiirid self iii hislangu'age'?" . 

New questions will be heard: 

"What are the modes of existence of this discourse'?" 

"Wher~ ddesit comefr~m; how i~it circulated; Whocontiols it'?" 

'Whatplac'em~ntsare det~friiined for possihl~ subjects?'; ' .. 

'Who can fulfil! these diversefunCtioiiS of the subject'?"


:!.".. 	 . 

. Behind.all these questions we woul<! hear little m'ore than the murmur of 
indifference: ." 

"What;inatt~t\vho's ~pe~king,?;; 
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From Disbiplineand Punish: The Birth of the·.prison I 

The Car~ei:al ' 
Were no fix the date of completion .of the.carcera\2 .system;--lwould choose 
not 1810 and the penal code,nor .even '1844; when the law laying down:the 
principle of cellular internment was passed;' I might noteven choose 1838; 
when bool{s on ' 'prison reform ,by ,Charles Lucas; . Moreau"Christophe and 
Faucher were published.' The date: I ·would choose would be 22 January 
1840, the 'date of"the official ' opening of Mettray.- Or better. still, perhaps, 
that · glorious daYi . unremarked and 'unrecorded, "when a· child in Mettray 
remarked as 'he lay dying: 'What apity I .left the colony so soon',5This marked 
the death of. the.first- penitentiary·· saint;- Manj': of. the blessed no doubt went 
to. join him, ·if the ' former inmates of-the penal colonies are to' be · believed 
when, in singing the , praises of the new punitive policies. oHhe body, they 
remarked:' 'We preferred the ))lows, but the cell sU'itsusbetter', ' 

'- " . 

I. Translaled by Alnn Sheri don. : , 4: FreJlch prison ' farm" {<ir juvcnile crJmlnnls 
2. Related to the ac[ of incorcerotion and 10 Jnsti f~unded in J840j it was ' w,ldcly imitnte(lthrougl~
tullons thai 'dis'c,pline Ihe body, c'spee:iaJly pris,o":'s. out Europe os a model ~f modern discipllnory tech
3. Chorles Lucas, De /" rdJonne d""prisons (J 836); " niques. · , 
L. Moreau-Chrl,stophe, De .la 1JIorlq(iM et 14 JoUe, ' 5., E. Ducp~liou.l(,· -Do /(1 c~mdj';on physique et 
iJans Ie regiuiepdnil8Uli(lire (l839)j L. Faucher,Do' morale des jOllnes "",,riers (1852), p. 383 (FOil ' 
TarlJon"e d"'prisons (1838) (Foucault's nole) . coult's note]. . 
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~ :WhyMetti'ay'? Because iUs the' disciplinary form :atits ·most ·extreme;.the 
model in which are concentrated all the coercive technologies of behaviour, 
In.it were tq'be :foiJild'Cloister, prison;·schoo.l, regiment', · The smaU, highly 
hierarchized igroups; into which the inmates iweiedividep; followedsimul
taneously five·models :;thatof the family (each'groupwas 'a 'farriily composed 
of 'brothers' ·and ;two 'elder brothers'); that of the, 'army (each family; com" 
rrianded by'i1 head, was divided into two sections,~each , of which had ·asecond 
in command, each inmate had a nUrriber.and Was taught basie:military exer" 
cises; there ~asi a.deanliness inspect jon evelyday,: an ,inspectioriof Clothing 
every week;, a roll-call was taken three . times a day); ·that ·oLthe workshop, 
with supervisors . and foremen, who were responsible,fotithe ,regularity of,the 
work and for the apprenticeship :of the: yoUnger inmatesi thlit'of the · school 
(an-hour oran ,hoiir and a half of lessons every day; the: teaching was given 
by the instruetorand by the, deputy-heads); lastly, the judicial model (each 
day 'justice' was meted .outin the 'parlour: 'The least ·act of disobedience: is 
punished and the best way of avoiding serioiJs offences is topunish the most 
min'or offences very severely: at 'Mettray; a useless word -is punishable~'; the 
prineipal ·punishmeiitinfHcted was confinement to one's cell; for 'isolation 
is the best·means of acting on the moralriature of children;·itis there. above 
all thatthevoice of religion, even if :it has never spoken .to their hearts; 
recovers all its .emotion·al power'6); the entire parapenal' .institution, which 
is created in 'oide'rno~ to·bea prisol1,culminatesin the celli ;on the walls Of 
which'are'written ' ino--black..Ietters: 'Ood ·sees ·You'. .•... . .; ':.,1 ' .. ".: 

This .superimposition of differentinodels.makes it' possible to indicate, in 
its specific,features, the· function of 'training'; The :c.hiefs and their deputies 
at-Mettray had to :be not exactly judges ,'· or teachers, or .foremen, ornon· 
commissionedofficers, or 'parents', but :something of .all these things in a 
quite specific mode of interVention, They were ina sense technicians of 
behaviour: engineers of conduct, orthopae'dists8 of individualitY"Theidask 
was to produce bodies that were both docile and capable; they-supervised 
the 'nirieor ten working hours of every day (whether in a workshop or in the 
fields); they directed . the orderly movementsofgtoupsof irimate~, physical 
exercises,military 'exen;:ises, rising in the morning, going to bed at night; 
walks to .the accompaniment of bugle and whistle; they taught 'gymnastics;9 
they·chetkeddeanliness, supervised. bathing. Training was· accompanied by 
permanent observation; a body ofknowledge was ·being .constantlybuilt up 
from the every<;Jay behaviour of the inmates; it was',orgimized as ariinstru
ment of perpetual ·assessment: 'On entering the colony, the child is subjected 
to a sort .ofinterrogation a!Hohis origins, the position of his family, the 
offence for which he was brought before the courts ahd all the other offences 
that make up' his , short and ' often very · sad existence. This information is 
'written down on a ,board on which everything concerning each inmate is 
notedintu~n; his, stay at the colony and the place to which he is sent when 
he leaves', I . The rriodellingof. the body produces a knowledge of the individ
ual; the apprentiCes.hip. .of the techniques induces modes ofbehaviour and 
theacqlJisition 6f'sI<lJIsis inextricably linked with the establishment of power 

6. Ibi<l. , p. 377 (foucauh's nOle) . . . . Ihe . momenl Ihey to~ch Ihe pillow" (DUCp~lloux, 
7: Clc;>sely r~I.led t'llhe pennI.. .. .. . . De .1n condlt!on physiq"e el ,,!orale; pp. 375-76) 
8. Those who' correct, or se t sti'Dight ~..cht1~r~" . . (Foucault's note). ' .' . .' 
9. "Anylhing Ihal helps IQ lire Ihe body hOlps 10 I. E.' DUCf)~lIou.; D"" c%;;i"" agrlco/os (1851), 

e.pel bRd Ihoughls; so cnre is loken Ihot gomes p. 61 (Foucault's nole). 

consist of violent cKercisc. At night, they foil asleep 
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